Abstract: Personalized medicine, the ability to tailor diagnostic and treatment decisions for individual patients, is seen as the evolution of modern medicine. We characterize here the informatics resources available today or envisioned in the near future that can support clinical interpretation of genomic test results. We assume a clinical sequencing scenario (germline whole-exome sequencing) in which a clinical specialist, such as an endocrinologist, needs to tailor patient management decisions within his or her specialty (targeted findings) but relies on a genetic counselor to interpret off-target incidental findings. We characterize the genomic input data and list various types of knowledge bases that provide genomic knowledge for generating clinical decision support. We highlight the need for patient-level databases with detailed lifelong phenotype content in addition to genotype data and provide a list of recommendations for personalized medicine knowledge bases and databases. We conclude that no single knowledge base can currently support all aspects of personalized recommendations and that consolidation of several current resources into larger, more dynamic and collaborative knowledge bases may offer a future path forward.
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Huser et al San Diego, CA, USA), which provides the opportunity for clinical laboratories to create their own genetic tests. 2 The availability of more comprehensive genetic testing greatly increases the problem space. As a result, the practice of personalized medicine is dominated by, and for all intents and purposes synonymous with, modern genetic testing.
The challenge now is no longer the performance of the tests but the decisions around when to perform them and how to interpret their results. 3 As the number and complexity of genetic findings far exceed human mental capacity, knowledge bases are needed that can assist with personalized medical decision making. Current knowledge bases are, in turn, derived from sets of individual genomic data residing in large databases. 4 This article describes the interplay of input data with knowledge bases, with a case study to illustrate how genomic and nongenomic input data are interpreted with the help of knowledge bases to produce personalized medicine recommendations.
Genomic input data
There are many types of genomic data that can be collected into data sets, such as single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) data produced by genotyping DNA arrays of various sizes, Sanger sequencing data of individual genes, next-generation targeted sequencing of sets of genes, and nontargeted sequencing of either whole exomes or whole genomes. To focus our perspective paper on a single, well-defined scenario, we chose to consider nontargeted, germline, wholeexome sequencing, as we believe this scenario will be the most prevalent and economical in the clinical context in the coming years.
Although the exome makes up only 1.7% of the whole human genome, it is still large, with approximately 60,000,000 data points (60 MB), depending on the capture kit used (see the McInerney-Leo study 5 for a kits comparison). Exome sequencing is popular for a number of reasons. First, the exome is considered the most important part of the genome, as any change in this part has the potential to directly affect protein coding and downstream gene products. Second, it is much easier, quicker, and cheaper to sequence only 1.7% of the genome. Third, downstream data management tasks including storage, annotation, and analysis of variants are simpler and made even easier by storing only the data points that represent variants from some standard sequence. Therefore, unless there is a clear clinical or scientific reason to sequence the whole genome, most institutions offering clinical sequencing confine themselves to exome sequencing. We focus on germline genomic data because, in our view, their acquisition is most mature with respect to clinical use. We acknowledge that somatic genomics are rapidly progressing and are potentially an important future part of personalized medicine.
For our model scenario, we assume that personalized medicine is delivered by an interdisciplinary team that includes a specialist physician (eg, an outpatient endocrinologist), a genetic counselor, and a molecular geneticist. 3 We further limit the context to clinical settings, not research studies, and assume that the cost of the exome sequencing was paid by the patient or the health plan (eg, because of a diagnostic odyssey or family relative having a genetic disease warranting exome sequencing of close relatives). We also expect that the patient has several channels by which genetic reports may be communicated. The most significant constraint in our scenario is a review of genetic findings relevant to a specialist, using a specialty-specific genetic report (see Figure 1 ). Other channels include consultation visits with a genetic counselor covering incidental (off-target) findings outside the specialty in question, as well as a patient-interfacing Web-application for on-demand, self-guided inspection of genomic findings (see Partners Healthcare and Personal Genome Project 6-8 for sample genetic reports). In addition, patients may receive notifications if new scientific findings modify their exome interpretation such that a reconsultation visit is required (eg, when genomic knowledge bases receive new updates that trigger new findings reportable to the patient).
Knowledge bases
To provide personalized medicine recommendations, knowledge relevant to individual patient data must be obtained. We use the term knowledge bases to characterize resources that include information about the interpretation and implication of specific genomic findings. Knowledge bases typically contain aggregate knowledge and no patient-level data. Table 1 presents an overview of selected knowledge bases available today, ranging from commercial products such as the Human Gene Mutation Database (HGMD) to freely available resources such as ClinVar. These knowledge bases differ in their level of expert curation and orientation toward practicing clinicians versus molecular geneticists. The ClinGen knowledge base, announced in September 2013, is the most recently created resource specifically targeted for clinical sequencing applications (http://www.iccg.org/ about-the-iccg/clingen/).
In terms of content or internal organization, knowledge bases can be primarily structured by publication (PubMed), disease (Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man), gene In terms of function, knowledge bases help reduce the large set of about 20,000 variants that are typically present in an average exome variant call file for a single patient to a smaller set of variants that are clinically important. Unfortunately, no single database currently provides a complete set of variants coupled with a reliable classification of clinical effect. 11 Peterson and colleagues recently examined the differences in information covered by several knowledge bases including ClinVar, the Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man, the Universal Protein Resource (http://www.uniprot. org/), and HGMD. They found, for example, that although 619 variants were found in all four knowledge bases, HGMD (the professional version) contained 35,920 variants that were not found in any of the other knowledge bases. 12 In another 
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Huser et al knowledge base comparison analysis, Johnston and Biesecker note that HGMD contains the largest number of records, but they also mention that it requires a license fee and that only ClinVar offers a mechanism for ongoing collection of variant annotation information.
11
The ideal knowledge base should offer best-available variant frequency data and consistent curation mechanisms with external dynamic community inputs, including disease-specific teams of practicing clinicians. During the previous 15 years, hundreds of locus-specific knowledge bases (LSKBs) have been created, but many are no longer maintained. The most comprehensive list (at http://www. hgvs.org/dblist/glsdb.html) was last updated in May 2011 and contains entries on 1,550 genes maintained by 314 distinct curating teams. In the future, we expect consolidation of many LSKBs into larger knowledge bases, such as ClinVar or ClinGen, 13 with more well-developed maintenance approaches. Multiplicity of knowledge sources and conflicting recommendations can be demonstrated in the ClinVar June 2014 release, which supports retrieval of ClinVar's variants in the 56 genes listed in the American College of Medical Genetics and Genomics (ACMG) incidental findings 
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14 Of the total 24,160 ClinVar's applicable variants, 1,441 of those (6%) come from multiple submitters, and 525 of those (36%) have conflicting recommendations (query http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/clinvar?term="gene acmg incidental 2013" with filters for "review status" and "clinical significance").
The published literature (as represented in PubMed) can be viewed as the ultimate knowledge base. PubMed is often used for final variant curation before interpretation of genomic test results are reported to the patient. However, given a known publication bias, only a fraction of variants will have sufficient data to warrant publication. 13 The ability to annotate variants related to polygenic common diseases remains an unsolved challenge. Many experts rightly justify first tackling annotation of highly penetrant variants linked with Mendelian diseases. Such annotation is potentially relevant to as many as 30 million US individuals. 13 However, although less feasible, building knowledge base infrastructure and consensus for polygenic diseases or wholeexome pharmacogenomics is potentially relevant to a much larger pool of patients.
Knowledge base companion tools
In addition to creating knowledge bases, additional software tools used in conjunction with knowledge bases are important in the interpretation process. The genome coordinate system used by a particular knowledge base plays an important role in the efficient use of the knowledge for annotating patient variant call files. To illustrate the coordinate system, consider a missense variation in PCSK9 gene on chromosome 1 (rs11591147, G.T). In human build 38, it is the 55,039,974th base, whereas in build 37(patch13), it is located 465,673 bases downstream (on position 55,505,647). With each new human genome build, either every knowledge base must adapt to the new reference sequence or the original genomic data must be converted to match the knowledge base.
Companion tools, such as the Genome Remapping Service 15 from the National Center for Biotechnology Information, are crucial for informatics annotation processes dealing with data using past human genome builds.
Other companion software tools, such as the National Center for Biotechnology Information's Variation Reporter 16 or ANNOVAR (which stands for "annotate variation"), 17 provide reference (or exemplary) implementation of one or multiple knowledge bases. These tools make knowledge bases readily accessible to genetic counselors and patients because they are self-standing and do not require programming expertise or custom integration. They typically instruct the user to upload a single variant call file and output a list of filtered significant variants based on user-set or some default thresholds.
Patient level databases
In addition to resources that capture medical knowledge, further development of personalized medicine will also require accumulation of long-term outcomes. Large, prospectively collected cohorts of national scale have been proposed. 18 Patient level databases, in contrast to knowledge bases, are not limited to aggregated data and contain individual patient genomic data; in addition, in some cases, they also contain limited or lifetime deidentified clinical data. However, genomic data can be considered to be effective personal identifiers. Analyses of SNP data have demonstrated that 30-80 SNP data points can uniquely identify a single person in a theoretical population of 10 billion. 19 Because genomic data are highly identifiable, cross-institutional sharing of data sets that have complete patient genotype and deidentified phenotype data remains a legal challenge. Existing patient-level databases, such as the Database of Genotypes and Phenotypes (http://www.ncbi.nlm. nih.gov/gap), limit access to qualified investigators, require study-based approval, and provide only a select subset of phenotypic variables, rather than complete, potentially reidentifiable electronic health record (EHR) data.
However, sharing of patient-level data does exist today at the level of single genes. For example, the Leiden Open Variation Database (http://www.lovd.nl/3.0/home) contains data on 2.2 million variants from 170,000 individuals. 13 The BRCA1 and BRCA2 gene variants database from Myriad Genetics is another example, notable for its highly proprietary nature. 20 The size of the patient-level database supporting the aggregated, non-patient-level knowledge base greatly determines the ratio of variants of unknown significance ultimately reported to patients. Recent emergence of molecular pathological epidemiology 21 as a field that calls for extending traditional epidemiology studies with data on molecular heterogeneity of a given disease also implies the need for large patient-level databases.
Patient-level databases are usually limited to a single institution, such as Vanderbilt University's Synthetic Derivative 22 or UK Biobank. 23 However, federated databases are necessary for optimal genomic data annotation. For example, consider an interpretation of an autosomal-dominant variant that has incomplete penetrance and variable expressivity. Without a large database that could provide data on penetrance and severity for a significant population of past carriers of this variant, it is difficult to provide a clear clinical message to a An example of an altruistic, patient-powered data set containing phenotypic data combined with genomic data (including facial photographs in some cases) comes from the Personal Genomes Project, 24 which to date has released more than 600 exomes with some phenotypic data. Other examples of large patient-level databases include the Veterans Administration's Million Veteran program 25 and the United Kingdom's 100,000 Genome Project. 26 The largest database is the Exome Sequencing Project, funded by the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute, which has variant information on more than 7,500 patients. Aggregated data organized by genetic variant are available publically via the Exome Variant Server (http://evs.gs.washington.edu/EVS/). Complete data (subject to request approval) are available via the Database of Genotypes and Phenotypes (see study dbGaP:phs000281. v5.p3 for example).
In terms of classification, there are essentially two kinds of patient level databases: databases that enable public access and greatly limit genotype and phenotype data and databases with project-based or user-based access control that use data use agreements to govern access to more detailed (and sensitive) data. Federated exchanges of genotype-phenotype data sets remain in the proposal stage. 27 In the future, we can expect increased pressure to provide nonresearch users with access to patient-level databases, new innovative approaches for access control and user credentialing, and new patient consent policies.
In terms of function, person-level databases with lifetime patient follow-up are important for determining frequency, penetrance, and other parameters of the knowledge bases 13 and for long-term validation of the recommendations generated by the knowledge bases (eg, did the predicted outcome truly occur?). The use of larger databases to validate and update existing knowledge bases is a constant iteration cycle.
In terms of format, patient-level databases differ widely in their format eventually exposed to investigators. In addition, because of complex privacy issues, there has been a much smaller scale of use. Predominant use is by researchers, rather than in the context of a single clinical encounter. Because of that, there is limited standardization of phenotypic data. For example, there is only limited standardization of phenotypic variables across different studies within the Database of Genotypes and Phenotypes.
Case study with incidental findings
To understand the use of some of the knowledge bases mentioned earlier, consider a recent exome sequencing research project carried out by the Undiagnosed Diseases Program (UDP) at the National Institutes of Health. Within this project, a total of 543 patients from 159 families underwent exome sequencing. Although it was done within a research context focusing on undiagnosed rare diseases, the clinical implications of off-target incidental findings (limited to the 56 genes identified by the ACMG guideline 14 ) were returned to the attending physician. A detailed report by Lawrence and colleagues on the UDP team's experience is published separately. 28 The UDP team started with an examination of 56 genes in 543 exomes and found a total of 5,948 variants. This number was reduced to 996 mutations after filtering out mutations that were not present in any database or that had been documented to have no known significant biologic consequence.
For 250 of the 996 variants (25.1%), the UDP team performed manual curation (in the form of a literature search) and found that existing knowledge bases generally do not provide complete information. They primarily used HGMD (DM type of mutation), dbSNP, ClinVar, and locus-specific databases registered in the Leiden Open Variation Database. For unregistered locus-specific databases, annotations were manually collected from the individual databases and used to annotate the variants on the basis of matching Human Genome Variation Society nomenclature. 28 Although the ACMG recommendation clearly enumerates 56 genes associated with addressable diseases, it does not provide information at the level of the variants and does not unambiguously identify which variants within the 56 genes need to be reported to patients. Variants of unknown significance, that is, those not found in any database, are especially troublesome.
The UDP established diagnoses in approximately 24% of the 160 cases seen during the first 2 years. In addition to diagnosing several common disorders on clinical grounds, the UDP defined two new disorders and identified 21 rare diagnoses in 23 individuals on molecular or biochemical bases. Whole-exome sequencing proved critical for the diagnosis of six different disorders. 29 The UDP sequencing study did not address the value of the sequencing for the patient, but a recent review of clinical sequencing 30 concluded that clinical exome or genome sequencing (with a cost between $4,000-$15,000) is only two to four times more expensive than a single-gene sequencing and that it can be the most efficient test. They also point out that even if sequencing test results do not change prognosis or clinical management, they 
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Clinical genomic knowledge bases and databases may at least allow termination of a potentially expensive and invasive diagnostic odyssey.
We acknowledge that the selected case study does not fully satisfy our model scenario (nonresearch sequencing funding source and genetic counselor visit with long-term updates provided to patients); however, it does represent direct experience with genomic interpretation performed locally at our institution and partially demonstrates the points discussed earlier. This perspective paper also draws on our experience with delivering off-target findings as part of the new 2014 Genomics Opportunity project at the National Institutes of Health Clinical Center. The aim of that project is to recruit additional staff (eg, genetics counselors) and enhance bioinformatics infrastructure devoted to clinical sequencing. 31 
The informatics of future knowledge bases and databases
We see several factors shaping the future of personalized medicine knowledge bases and databases. This section provides an overview of trends or change requirements we can expect in the near future across all three areas discussed earlier.
Knowledge bases Consolidation of multiple knowledge bases
Although each knowledge base may cover a unique aspect of personalized medicine, for institutions establishing their personalized medicine clinics, the explosion in their overall number is not optimal. With a large number of LSKBs seeking a new knowledge base coordinator (eg, the research laboratory that initiated the knowledge base no longer exists), we expect the consolidation of LSKBs into larger knowledge bases.
Clinical bioinformatics focus
Many current knowledge bases were created with a molecular biologist as a target user. Some current knowledge bases are suitable for use by a genetic counselor, but no current platform directly targets a single specialty clinician as the system user. We see a middle ground in both increasing genetics training for today's physicians and other clinical staff and developing better user interfaces and modifications in knowledge base structures that make existing platforms more clinician-friendly.
Patient-level databases Growth and innovations in patient level databases
The interpretation of proper genomic results benefits greatly from databases that contain genotype and long-term phenotype information. Changes to patient consent for transparent enrollment into such databases and rigorous user-access credentialing will be required, as well as a tight semantic integration of existing knowledge bases with patient-level databases.
General
The reference sequence is still a moving target Each new human genome build improves biologic accuracy but also necessitates significant maintenance of knowledge bases and databases. Emerging genomic remapping tools can mitigate this problem. From 2001-2004, the average lifespan of the reference build was 4.7 months. Since March 2006 (release of build GRCh36.1), the lifespan has increased considerably, to an average of 37 months. The current build (GRCh38, released in December 2013) came 57 months after the previous build. Projecting the trend seen since 2006, we can expect GRCh39 to be released sometime in 2020. This change in the frame of reference requires realignment of old genomic data as well as knowledge bases. Variant identification used by dbSNP (rs identifiers), however, transcends human genome build changes, as it is not identified by genomic position but, rather, by a separate numbering system.
Storage of genomic data within eHRs and personal health record systems
Despite some standardization, such as the Health Level 7 genetic testing report 32 or new codes in the Logical Observation Identifiers Names and Codes terminology supporting structured genetic testing reports, 33 storage of genomic data and existing genomic reports within today's EHR systems continues to be a challenge. 34 Institutions participating in the Electronic Medical Records and Genomics network provide the best examples of the EHR modifications needed for the provision of point-of-care advice and tracking patient outcomes.
35
Conclusion
Practical personalized medicine requires an amount of knowledge that exceeds the capacity of an individual physician's memory. Developing databases and knowledge bases that facilitate the process of delivering personalized medicine recommendations is inevitable. At this time, several such databases exist, and we see early experience with those. Exome sequencing is increasingly being used as the tool of choice for the identification of deleterious variants responsible for Mendelian diseases. 
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Huser et al Existing knowledge bases, with exception of ClinVar and ClinGen, often lack detailed fields on a variant's clinical effect in the context of a patient presenting with a given variant. Geneticists building existing knowledge bases and databases could collaborate with clinical informatics experts experienced with maintaining long-term phenotypic records.
Transition from a research context (such as clinical trials) to a clinical context (actual patient care) has not yet occurred for a sufficient quantity of patients. Many of the existing databases are neither meant to be used by front-line clinicians nor directly target physicians as primary recipients of the resulting reports. Informatics standards as well as EHR systems still have gaps in matching the functionality of custom-built research systems. However, the newest initiatives, such as ClinGen funding reserved for expert curation of variants' clinical relevancy and the second generation of larger genomic initiatives resulting in larger patient level databases, will undoubtedly increase the clinicians' and patients' awareness of personalized medicine and advance the field. 
